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LEARN
MORE
To learn
more about
PowerSonic and
set up autoshipment
through the
Solmetex
Compliance
Center, visit
solmetex.com/
powersonic.

Supercharge Your
Instrument Washing
A 100% enzyme-free, plant- and mineral-based cleaner, PowerSonic effectively removes
debris from instruments while reducing ultrasonic bath sludge and odor

D

entistry’s hot topics and buzzworthy products are constantly changing, but over the
past several years, efforts to boost infection
control and protect our fragile environment have
taken center stage. Now more than ever, patients
and dental teams are increasingly concerned about
health and safety in the dental practice, in tandem
with a push toward using products that are both safe
for and friendly to the environment.
With these two topics in mind, Solmetex created
PowerSonic Ultrasonic Cleaner, a general-purpose
cleaning solution that features a patented plant- and
mineral-based catalytic formula. Using powerful
nano-oxygen bubbles, PowerSonic supercharges the
action of an ultrasonic bath and instrument washer—
all while featuring an environmentally friendly formulation that’s 100% free of enzymes.

WHY ADD POWERSONIC TO
YOUR CLEANING ROUTINE?
HERE'S 5 REASONS:
1 	Catalytic cleaning action rapidly removes
protein, lipids, and debris
2 	Immediate elimination of ultrasonic bath
sludge and odors
3 	Plant- and mineral-based formula that’s
100% enzyme free

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
888.314.0409
solmetex.com

4 Ready to use with no mixing required
5 	Can be aspirated into the suction to support
bacterial digestion and remove odors
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Advanced Cleaning Action
Suitable for instrument washers, ultrasonic baths,
and general cleaning, PowerSonic generates its
power from a naturally occurring technology
platform that enhances gas transfers, eliminates
odors instantaneously, and encourages breakdown
of organic waste—essentially “eating up” lingering
contaminants.
There are many benefits to integrating
PowerSonic into your instrument reprocessing
routine, including reduced ultrasonic bath sludge
and odor, less rust formation, and rapid protein
removal even without ultrasonic action. Additionally,
PowerSonic saves valuable operatory space as no
mixing is required and there is no need to store
multiple gallon bottles.
Available in 1-oz pouch cases or 32-oz bottles,
PowerSonic is available for auto-delivery in
the Solmetex Compliance Center, which can
be accessed 24/7 by visiting solmetex.com/
compliance-center.
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